belgrade OVERVIEW

Belgrade, capital of Serbia, 1.7Mio inhabitants
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Palace of the Federation,
1948-61, arch. Neumann, Perak, Potocnjak and Ulrich
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General Urban Plan, 1972

„Highway of brotherhood and unity“
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Infrastructural projects concerning savamala

New Port at the Danube (1971)

New main train station Prokop/Centar
(under construction since the 1970ies)

Heavy transit traffic in the Savamala streets

Petrol Trains on the riverside

Ada Bridge: Prestige-project (Opened 2012)

wild growth in the 1990‘s

Kiosk accumulations:
Spontaneous development of small trade

Roof extensions

Do it yourself-urbanism in the suburbs of Belgrade, developed by migrants and refugess

GENERAL OVERVIEW & TRAFFIC IN BELGRADE
AMBITION IN UNSTABLE CONDITIONS
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
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Historical Cores and Topography
Belgrade evolved around two historical cores: The ancient fortresses of Kalemegdan and Zemun,
divided by the Sava river, which for several times in history marked the boundary between western
and eastern empires.
The third core shown above, Novi Beograd, is lying in between and was founded only in the mid20th century on former marshland. It was supposed to outmatch the historic cores and to become
a representative center of the pan-yugoslavian metropolis and „capital of the non-aligned states“
Belgrade then was.
But until today, the old city core around Kalemegdan remained the most important, the most dense
and vivid part of the city with outskirts growing mainly towards the south (dark grey area).
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Political Borders and Savamala
The greater Belgrade area is divided into 17 municipalities. The neighbourhood of Savamala (shown
in red in the above map), which in itself is not a political entity, lies partly in the municipalities of
Savski Venac and Stari Grad.
Also, the borders of Savamala itself are not clearly defined. Savamala („Sava-side“) rather describes a
region of the city or an idea than a distinct area.
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- Main shipping lines (passenger & freight)
Rivers and Bridges
Belgrade lies at the confluence of the rivers Sava and Danube and had an important rule as trading
hub. In the 1830es, the Danube replaced the Sava as main trading axis.
The first train bridge over the Sava was built in 1884. Passenger traffic to Zemun was provided by ferries, until in 1934 a first street bridge over the Sava, an ancestor of the later Brankov Bridge, was built.
The Panceva bridge, which dates back to 1946, remained the only bridge over the Danube until today.
The port of Savamala played an important role for the prosperity of the city, as the trading district of
Savamala around the port in the mid-19th century.
The port was relocated to the Danube in 1961.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

- Tramway
- Bus lines
- BeoVoz commuter train system
Public Transportation Network
The tramway network was founded in the 1890es and reached its biggest size between the two World
Wars. Today, the track layout forms a ring line with several outstretching arms.
When the public transportation partly broke down during the civil war in the 1990es, privates offered
a carriage on self-compiled routes, first with their private cars, then with more and more own buses.
These bottom-up-initiatives then also were integrated in the patchwork post-war bus-network.
BeoVoz and BG:Voz form the commuter rail system of Belgrade. Although there are only 4 lines, It
plays an important role in the wider city area, since the buses are slow and a metro is still not established, eventhough there were several plannings for over hundred years.
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- - - Tunnels
······ Planned
Belgrade Railway Network
Belgrade recieved it‘s first railway in 1884, which then grew more and more important for the Serbian
and the whole-yugoslavian railway network.
Therefore, and to gain land in the city center, the „New Belgrade Railway Junction“-project was started in 1972, aiming to replace the old cul-de-sac main station by a more efficient one located remote
of the city center, and to rebuild all the infrastructure again, but on the underground.
The tunnels of the „New Belgrade Railway Junction“ were inaugurated in 1998, but the new main
station „Beograd Centar“ (or „Prokop“) is still under construction.
Today, the two incoherent systems are in parallel use.
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- Main streets
······ Planned or under construction
Belgrade Street Network
The main artery of street traffic in Belgrade is the „Highway of Brotherhood and Unity“, which was
opened in 1970 as trans-yugoslavian project, linking all the federative capitals together. Today, this
axis is part of the European Corridor X and often overload.
The southern ring bypass was begun in the 90es to reduce the strain on the main axis, but lack of
money and difficult terrain are still delaying the completion.
The northern ring bypass with it‘s key project, a new bridge over the Danube, is currently under
construction and shall deliver the city center from northwardly transiting freight traffic.
Commuting nowadays mostly takes place from the living areas of old Belgrade to the offices in Novi
Beograd, while it was the other way round, when Novi Beograd was built in the 1950es.
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TRAFFIC IN SAVAMALA

TRAFFIC IN SAVAMALA
EXTERNAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING SAVAMALA

Main Station/New Railway Junction
The Belgrade main station, in it‘s actual shape
dating back to 1904, forms the southern border
of Savamala. Right aside the train station, there
are two international bus hubs, which were set
up in the 1950es, and outpaced the railway station in its significance since the railway network
layed low during the war of the 90es.
This and the expectation of the new main station
being completed one day lead to neglectance of
the old main station and cause an uncertainness
about what might happen in the area.

Old Main Station

source: wikimedia, copyleft
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TRAFFIC IN SAVAMALA

River Traffic
The 19th-century trade and harbour district of
Savamala has lost this role and its significance
for the city in several steps throughout the 20th
century: Relocation of the city market after WW
I, general neglectance after WW II.
When the new port at the Danube was opened
in 1961, Savamala finally lost its initial role. Today,
only passenger cruise ships still land in Savamala, at the old port storage halls „Beton Hala“
(which are now re-used as restaurants and bars)
to visit the Kalemegdan fortress.
Transit freight traffic
Savmala is strained by a massive amount of trucks
passing the area, while the inner city streets are
closed for transit trucks. The traffic continues
either northwards over the Danube by Panceva
bridge or is heading to the custom houses at the
port and then returning trough Savamala again.
The effects (noise, pollution, congestion) heavily
diminuish living quality besides the Karadordeva
street, the main street axis of Savamala.
An outer ring road to resolve the strain is under
construction.
Riverside Railway/Petrol Trains
The former tracks on the rivershore which via
Beton Hala and Danube Port lead to the north
(direction Timisoara, Romania) were given up
for passenger trains after the completion of the
„New Railway Junction“-tunnels. Today, they are
only used for touristic purposes and for the daily
petrol delivery trains from the port to the oil refinery of Naftna Industrija Srbije/Gazprom close
to the Ada bridge. This and the low speed of the
trains allow level crossing basically everywhere.

